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Abstract 10 

The accurate non-destructive inspection of engineering structures using ultrasonic immersion 11 
imaging requires a precise representation of the surface of the structure. Here we investigate the 12 
relationship between surface geometry, surface measurement error using ultrasonic arrays and the 13 
total focusing method (TFM) and how this impacts on the ability to image a feature within a 14 
component. Surfaces shaped as sinusoids covering combinations of surface wavelengths (0.8 to 15 
32λ𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟) and amplitudes (0.6 to 9λ𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟) are studied. The surface reconstruction errors are shown 16 
to cause errors in imaging, such as reduced amplitude and blurring of the image of a side-drilled 17 
hole. These reconstruction errors are shown to increase rapidly with the maximum gradient of the 18 
sinusoid.  Sinusoidal surfaces with maximum gradients < 45° lead to average surface reconstruction 19 
errors < 𝜆𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 and amplitude imaging errors within 6dB of the flat-surface case. It is also shown 20 
that very poor results are obtained if the surface gradient is excessively steep.   21 

1. Introduction 22 

In ultrasonic non-destructive testing (NDT) an individual transducer, or an array of transducers, are 23 

used to insonify the structure under inspection, allowing acoustic energy to propagate into the test 24 

structure and then the return echo signals are analysed. When the surface of the structure is uneven 25 

two approaches may be utilised; (A) the transducer surface is fitted with a wedge or ‘shoe’ which has 26 

a corresponding negative surface to allow for direct contact [1] or (B) the structure under inspection 27 

is placed in a water bath which acts as an acoustic couplant between the transducer and structure 28 

surface [2]. The use of shoes has the benefit of being simple to implement, it is however only suited 29 

to a single known surface profile and multiple shoes may be needed for even a simple inspection. 30 

The immersion approach has the benefit that it can be used for relatively complex surfaces (which 31 

need not always be known a priori), it is however limited to structures which may be submerged. 32 

There also exist a number of ‘hybrid’ methods which use a conformable coupling material, such as a 33 

water-filled bag, between the transducer and the test structure [3], or conformable/flexible arrays 34 

which may be placed in direct contact with a curved surface  [4–7].  35 

In any ultrasonic technique, the aim is to efficiently transfer acoustic energy from the transducer 36 

into the test structure. In order to correctly interpret the return echo signals to form an image of an 37 

internal defect the acoustic ray paths must be calculated. For the shoe case this is readily done as 38 
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the geometry and materials of both the shoe and the structure surface are known. For the 39 

immersion case the ray paths may either be calculated explicitly for a given surface position, for 40 

example, using a surface profilometer [6] or determined using the echo data itself [4]. For a surface 41 

which is not known a priori the echo data can be analysed to determine the location and shape of 42 

the structure surface and hence allow accurate imaging of internal features.   43 

To date there is a lack of published literature exploring the influence of the surface geometry on the 44 

accuracy of surface reconstructions and internal feature imaging. The recent works of Kerr et al. 45 

investigated the accuracy of surface reconstructions of 3D metal samples (sphere, cuboid and 46 

cylinder) and a more complex human femur bone surface [8,9]. The aim of the present study is to 47 

build on such work and elucidate the relationship between an object’s surface geometry and the 48 

resulting ability to accurately image within it, which is of importance for NDT inspections as a 49 

defect’s size/severity may be underestimated due to errors in an accurate reconstruction of its 50 

surface. This is achieved in two parts, firstly we consider the impact of surface geometry on surface 51 

reconstruction accuracy and secondly the resultant impact on internal imaging quality.  52 

Many components in engineering structures consist of curved regions which hamper the use of 53 

simple direct-contact inspection, examples include: train wheel axles, nozzle welds and turbine 54 

blades. Applying an imaging approach through such surfaces requires the location and geometry of 55 

the surface to be known. There are three common methods by which the surface geometry may be 56 

measured; (i) the geometry is taken from manufacturing diagrams/photographs or physically 57 

measured, (ii) the time of flight between single elements within the array and the surface [10,11], 58 

and (iii) the surface geometry can be extracted using an imaging approach such as the Total 59 

Focussing Method (TFM) [12,13] or Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique (SAFT) [8,9,14]. Even 60 

minor surface profile errors (less than a fraction of the acoustic wavelength) can result in significant 61 

loss of image quality through loss of coherence [15].  62 

Here we use the TFM imaging algorithm [16] and a 1D array to perform 2D imaging. However, we 63 

note that the approaches described can equally be applied to other imaging algorithms and 64 

extended to 2D arrays and 3D imaging. The TFM algorithm uses all the possible combinations of 65 

transmit-receive elements of the array, shown in Figure 1, a data-set set known as Full Matrix 66 

Capture (FMC). The TFM algorithm has been shown to have superior resolution compared to 67 

traditional imaging algorithms [17] which presents the best resolution for surface reconstruction. It 68 

should be noted however that other imaging algorithms (which may have lower spatial resolution) 69 

are able to resolve surface geometries with high accuracy [8,9].  70 

For an array of 𝑝 elements the FMC is generated by firing the first element of the array and 71 

recording the echo time domain signal on all 𝑝 elements. This is repeated for all elements and results 72 

in 𝑝2 time domain traces. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the TFM algorithm applied to a material 73 

under inspection via a coupling medium. The TFM algorithm is applied post-capture to the FMC data 74 

and calculates the image intensity, 𝐼, of an arbitrary point, 𝑃(𝑥2, 𝑧2), as given by Eq.1. 75 

𝐼(𝑥, 𝑧) = |∑  ℎ𝑇,𝑅
𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑏 (

𝑑1

𝑐1
+

𝑑2

𝑐2
+

𝑑3

𝑐2
+

𝑑4

𝑐1
)| (1) 

Where: ℎ𝑇,𝑅
𝐻𝑖𝑙𝑏 is the Hilbert transform of the time domain signal from the transmitting element, 76 

𝑇(𝑥𝑡𝑥, 𝑧𝑡𝑥), to the receiving element, 𝑅(𝑥𝑟𝑥 , 𝑧𝑟𝑥), 𝑑1:4 are the ray path distances between 77 

𝑇(𝑥𝑡𝑥, 𝑧𝑡𝑥) the point 𝑃(𝑥2, 𝑧2) and 𝑅(𝑥𝑟𝑥 , 𝑧𝑟𝑥), 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 are the longitudinal wave speeds in the 78 

coupling medium the material being imaged, respectively. The summation is performed over all 79 

possible transmitter-received combinations.  80 
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As the longitudinal velocity in the water and the material, 𝑐1 and 𝑐2, are dissimilar the ray paths 81 

between array elements and points of interest within the structure need to be calculated. This is 82 

achieved by calculating the minimum time-of-flight from 𝑇(𝑥𝑡𝑥, 𝑧𝑡𝑥) to 𝐴(𝑥1, 𝑧1) to 𝑃(𝑥2, 𝑧2) to 83 

𝐵(𝑥3,𝑧3) to 𝑅(𝑥𝑟𝑥 , 𝑧𝑟𝑥) which are the distances 𝑑1:4 [2,12]. For this calculation the points 𝐴(𝑥1,𝑧1) 84 

and 𝐵(𝑥3,𝑧3) in Figure 1 need to be found. This is achieved by applying the TFM (or other imaging 85 

algorithm) to the whole imaging area and forming a fine image of the interface between the water 86 

and the test structure. With the interface measured the minimum time-of-flight between each 87 

transmitting and receiving element via each point on the surface is calculated (using Fermat’s 88 

principle of least time), which in Figure 1 would be distances 𝑑1:4.  89 

 
Figure 1 – Application of the TFM algorithm to a test structure in immersion. 𝑐1& 𝑐2 are the longitudinal wave speed speeds 90 

in the immersion fluid (usually water) and the test structure respectively. 91 
 92 

2. Test specimens and experimental set-up 93 

To directly address the impact of surface geometry we manufacture a number of sinusoidal-shaped 94 

surfaces, the rationale being that arbitrary surfaces may be decomposed into a number of sinusoidal 95 

components. As shown in Figure 2a and Table 1, surfaces of 300𝑚𝑚 in length were formed from 96 

𝑛 = 10 single-cycle sine waves of different wavelengths, 𝜓𝑛. Ten amplitude-scaled versions of this 97 

surface were then formed to cover a wide range of surface geometries. The amplitude and 98 

wavelength of the surfaces are given in terms of the acoustic wavelengths, 𝜆𝑤, (in water for a central 99 

transducer frequency of 5𝑀𝐻𝑧), in Table 1. At one extreme, this range included relatively flat 100 

surfaces where both the amplitude and feature wavelength are < 𝜆𝑤. At the other extreme highly 101 

curved surfaces are included that cause significant image distortion. Each sample also included two 102 

flat 5𝑚𝑚 sections at both ends to act as reference positions. This resulted in 100 single-cycle sine 103 

waves with unique combinations of amplitude and wavelength. To study internal imaging a 2𝑚𝑚 104 

diameter side-drilled hole (SDH) was introduced 10𝑚𝑚 below each sinusoid, shown in Figure 2b. 105 

The surfaces shown in Figure 2 were manufactured by laser cutting 4 layers of 5𝑚𝑚 thick acrylic 106 

(𝑐 = 2730𝑚/𝑠; density, 𝜌 = 1180𝑘𝑔/𝑚3) and bonded to create 20𝑚𝑚 thick samples.  107 
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Figure 2 – Test surfaces and feature location. (a) Relative amplitudes (𝐴𝑚𝑝1:10) of each of the 10 specimen surfaces 108 
(𝜓1:10). Each surface consists of 10 individual sine waves with lengths (showing the first 5), 𝜓1:5, given in Table 1. (b) The 109 
relative location of the SDH for each surface. The horizontal location of the SDH was positioned underneath the steepest 110 
section of the sine curve. Normal ray paths reflecting from the surface showing the effect of specular reflection and a finite 111 
sized array. The thin reflection path line echo will be received by the array, whereas the thicker echo path line will not be, 112 
thus reducing the ability to detect/measure the surface.    113 
 114 

Table 1 – Individual sin wave surface parameters and peak-to-peak (PTP) amplitude. 115 
𝝍𝒏 𝝍 (mm) 𝝀𝒘 𝒑𝒆𝒓 𝝍  𝑨𝒎𝒑𝒎 Amplitude PTP 

(mm) 
𝝀𝒘 𝒑𝒆𝒓 𝑨𝒎𝒑 

1 108.12 32.00 1 2.00 0.59 

2 67.58 20.00 2 5.11 1.51 

3 54.06 16.00 3 8.22 2.43 

4 21.62 6.40 4 11.33 3.35 

5 10.81 3.20 5 14.44 4.27 

6 6.76 2.00 6 17.56 5.20 

7 5.41 1.60 7 20.67 6.12 

8 4.32 1.28 8 23.78 7.04 

9 3.60 1.07 9 26.89 7.96 

10 2.70 0.80 10 30.00 8.88 

 116 

The maximum gradient of the surface is use to characterise its severity and is given by,  117 

𝜎𝑚,𝑛 =  𝑡𝑎𝑛−1  ( 
2𝜋 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑚

𝜓𝑛
) (2) 

  
where 0° is a flat surface and 90° would be a vertical step. The value of 𝜎 for the range of 118 

amplitudes (𝑚 = 1: 10) and surface lengths (𝑛 = 1: 10) featured in the 100 manufactured surfaces 119 

is shown in Figure 3. 120 
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Figure 3 – Maximum surface gradient, 𝜎, for each of the 100 individual surfaces. The data is overlaid with representative 121 
individual surfaces in red. The same data is shown in both (a) mm units and (b) the surface wavelength and amplitude 122 
number, m,n(1:10) for clarity.   123 
 124 

The samples were immersed in a 3-axis computer-controlled scanning system. To image a whole 125 

specimen (in length) the array (see table 3 for details) was moved in 10𝑚𝑚 increments a total of 31 126 

times. Throughout all measurements the probe was held parallel to the 𝑧 axis. With a known surface 127 

geometry it is possible to orientate the array to be parallel to the surface under inspection to 128 

maximise transmission of acoustic energy into the sample. Given the array being much larger than 129 

many of the spatial features we investigated and making no surface geometry assumptions we kept 130 

the array orientation to the sample surfaces fixed. The scanning of the array location and data 131 

acquisition was fully automated. At each array location a FMC dataset was captured and a 132 

corresponding TFM image created and digitally stored, shown in Figure 4. 133 

 
Figure 4 - Data acquisition, scanning system and samples. (a) Data acquisition: The computer controlled both the FMC data 134 
acquisition from the array and control of the scanning stage. (b) Scanning system: (i) array and array holder, (ii) sample on 135 
scanning stage (shown without water for clarity) and SDH locations highlighted in red for clarity, with stand-off height, ℎ, 136 
(c) laser cut samples 1:10. 137 
 138 

When applying the TFM algorithm to extract the surface of a sample the ray paths are assumed to 139 

be direct and unobstructed. For surfaces with relatively small 𝐴𝑚𝑝 this is generally true, however for 140 
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larger values of 𝐴𝑚𝑝 and shorter 𝜓, as shown diagrammatically in Figure 5, the ray paths may be 141 

obstructed resulting in path shadowing. We approximate that spatial surface features which will 142 

result in shadowing to occur when the ratio of 
𝜓

𝐴𝑚𝑝
<

𝑤

ℎ
, where 𝑤 is the array width. Shadowing will 143 

occur for surfaces when 
𝜓

𝐴𝑚𝑝
<

𝑤

ℎ
=  

𝜓

𝐴𝑚𝑝
< 0.56, where ℎ = 85𝑚𝑚. A ratio of 0.56 is the 144 

equivalent of the maximum surface inclination angle of 𝜎 = 15.6°.   145 

 
Figure 5 – Shadowing of surfaces features. (a) For certain combinations of 𝐴𝑚𝑝 and 𝜓 the assumption that ray paths 

between a given transmitting element, 𝑇, a surface point, 𝑃, and a receiving element, 𝑅, are uninterrupted will no longer 
hold. The result of this shadowing is to modify the true ray path (shown in red) on both the transmission and reception 
paths. (b) Our definition of when shadowing occurs. The diagonal line passing through the wave peak and the point of 

maximum inclination define the point of shadowing.    

 146 

Table 2 - Array parameters for experimental measurements. 147 
Array parameter Value 

Number of elements 128 

Element pitch (mm) 0.3 

Inter element space (mm) 0.1 

Element length (mm) 15 

Central frequency (MHz) 5 

Bandwidth (-6 dB) (MHz) 3-7 

 148 

A 𝑇𝐹𝑀𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 image was formed by image stitching; i.e. the process of combining multiple 𝑇𝐹𝑀𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 149 

images with overlapping areas to produce a single 𝑇𝐹𝑀𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 image larger in size than the individual 150 

images. To summarise, we used image pixels spaced by 0.1𝑚𝑚 in both 𝑥 and 𝑧 axes and stepped the 151 

array in 10𝑚𝑚 increments along the 𝑥 axis. As the array was moved in increments less than the 152 

array length, some regions of a sample were imaged multiple times, these multiple TFM images 153 

were then averaged. Once the 𝑇𝐹𝑀𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 image had been formed the surface profile was extracted 154 

to assess the accuracy of surface reconstruction. The first stage in extracting the surface profile was 155 

to identify the spatial locations of the first reflected signal above a threshold value (calculated as the 156 

median TFM pixel value within the surface region for each 𝑇𝐹𝑀𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 image) for each vertical 157 

column of the 𝑇𝐹𝑀𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 image. In an ideal 𝑇𝐹𝑀𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 image each column (a single location in the 𝑥 158 

direction) would depict part of the measured surface, whereas in reality not all regions are 159 

imageable. As the surface reconstruction algorithm was designed to work for any surface type (flat 160 
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regions, smooth curves, steps etc) and assumed no prior knowledge of the surface, linear 161 

interpolation was deemed suitable. During preliminary testing the use of other interpolation 162 

functions yielded no significant difference on measured parameters. The linear interpolation was 163 

used to bridge between successfully measured surface points to generate coordinates of the whole 164 

surface. Finally, TFM measured surfaces were compared to the true surfaces and the average error, 165 

∆𝑛
𝑎𝑣𝑒. and maximum error, ∆𝑛

𝑚𝑎𝑥. for each of the 10 surfaces per sample were calculated using Eq.3 166 

and Eq.4 respectively. Each of these steps is shown in Figure 6 and a close-up view of a sample 167 

specimen shown in Figure 7. 168 

 ∆𝑛
𝑎𝑣𝑒.=  

1

𝜓𝑛
  

1

3000
  ∑ |𝑧𝑇𝐹𝑀

𝑘 − 𝑍𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
𝑘 |

𝑘=3000

𝑘=1

 (3) 

∆𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥=  𝑚𝑎𝑥 [|𝑧𝑇𝐹𝑀

𝑘 − 𝑍𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
𝑘 |

𝑘=1

𝑘=3000
] (4) 

 169 

Where 𝑛 is the surface number (𝑛 = 1: 10) under study, 𝑘 is the spatial point number along the 𝑥 170 

axis of both the TFM extracted surface and the true surface, the total point count was 3000 for the 171 

whole length of the sample which corresponds to a spatial sampling of 0.1𝑚𝑚 which is equal to the 172 

pixel spacing used in the TFM algorithm.     173 

 174 

 
Figure 6 – Surface measurement and error estimation for the 𝐴𝑚𝑝5 sample. (a) Example stitched 𝑇𝐹𝑀𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 image of 175 
specimen surface with the true surface superimposed. Note the high amplitude reflection from the peak and trough 176 
locations. (b) The stitched 𝑇𝐹𝑀𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙  image and the corresponding interpolated surface superimposed. (c) The absolute 177 
error between the true and measured surfaces. For a) and b) data normalised to the maximum intensity and plotted on a dB 178 
scale. 179 
 180 
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Figure 7 – Close-up view of the example surface (𝐴𝑚𝑝5 𝜓9:10) showing the TFM image, the true surface and the extracted 181 
surface. The lack of imagable regions of the surface (representative area shown in the white rectangle) results in errors 182 
between the interpolated surface and the true surface. The highly reflective peaks and troughs of each surface give rise to 183 
the interpolated triangular representation of the surfaces. The image (𝑥 > 310𝑚𝑚) shows the flat parts of the samples 184 
used as reference points.  185 
 186 

3. Surface reconstruction and internal imaging  187 

Figure 8 shows that the reconstruction errors vary monotonically with both 𝐴𝑚𝑝 and 𝜓 (both 188 

average and maximum). Note that the effect stand-off height between the array and the sample on 189 

the surface reconstruction was investigated and found to be very minor (in the range ℎ = 35 −190 

135𝑚𝑚, taken from the flat surfaces at the ends of each sample). We therefore show 191 

reconstruction errors for a 85𝑚𝑚 stand-off distance (middle of range tested).  192 

  
Figure 8 – Surface reconstruction error for a 85mm stand-off height, ℎ. (a) Average error, ∆𝑎𝑣𝑒 and 193 

(b) maximum error, ∆𝑚𝑎𝑥. 194 
 195 

Figure 8 exhibits some high reconstruction errors (around 𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑚 > 8, 𝜓𝑛 > 5) which are likely 196 

caused by limitations of the surface extraction algorithm where imaging artefacts and/or high 197 

amplitude noise pixels in the TFM image may register as points along the surface. The relationship 198 

between maximum gradient, 𝜎, and reconstruction errors are shown in Figure 9.          199 
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 200 

 
Figure 9 – Correlation between maximum surface gradient and (a) average and (b) maximum errors. Showing coefficient 

of determination, 𝑅2. 

 201 

Figure 9 shows that for 𝜎 > 45° there is a rapid exponential increase in both the average and the 202 

maximum reconstruction errors. This suggests that the surface reconstruction algorithm used is 203 

unable to accurately extract surface features above this value of 𝜎. With increasing 𝜎 the percentage 204 

of a surface being accurately measured is reduced resulting in more reliance on the interpolated 205 

surface points, as shown in Figure 7. The result being that the true and measured surfaces ‘diverge’ 206 

at 𝜎 ≈ 45°.  207 

Here we investigate how 𝜎 impacts on the imaging of internal features. Using the same array (Table 208 

2) and surface profiles (reconstructed previously using the experimental 𝑇𝐹𝑀𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 images) we 209 

applied adaptive TFM (shown in Figure 1) to image a 2𝑚𝑚 diameter SDH below each of the sine 210 

surfaces (ℎ = 85𝑚𝑚). In Figure 10 we show the impact of 𝜎 on feature resolution, the 211 

corresponding error characterised using the array performance indicator (API) [16], as shown in 212 

Eq.5, and the amplitude of the SDH.  213 

𝐴𝑃𝐼 =  ( 
𝐴−6 𝑑𝐵

𝜆𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑐
2 ) 

(5) 

  214 
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Figure 10 - Influence of surface geometry on API and SDH amplitude. Common lines to all sub plots: red – boundary 215 
between SDHs which were regarded as imagable and not, solid black – surface angle at which shadowing begins to occur 216 
(only 3 surfaces tested did not exhibit some degree of shadowing), dashed black – surfaces for which σ> critical angle for a 217 
planar water- acrylic interface (all but 6 of the tested surfaces featured ray paths with incidence angles greater than the 218 
critical angle). (a) SDHs images. Each SDH shown an area 5mm² around the SDH of ø=2mm with dB values scaled to 219 
maximum intensity from reference block SDH (b) API for each of the measurable SDHs. (c) 𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝 for each of the SDHs 220 
shown in (a). 221 
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Where 𝐴−6 𝑑𝐵 is the area of the image in which the pixel intensity is greater than −6𝑑𝐵 (relative to 222 

the peak amplitude of the SDH) and 𝜆𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑐 the acoustic wavelength in the acrylic sample. Explicitly, 223 

𝐴−6 𝑑𝐵 = 𝑃𝑋𝐿 ∙ 0.1𝑚𝑚
2  where 𝑃𝑋𝐿 is the number of pixels within −6𝑑𝐵 of the peak SDH amplitude 224 

and 0.1𝑚𝑚 is the TFM pixel spacing. We defined a SDH with 𝐴𝑃𝐼 > 10 to be ‘unimagable’. This is a 225 

judgement based threshold using the observation that TFM images of SDHs with 𝐴𝑃𝐼𝑠 > 8 had no 226 

discernible features in the region where the SDH was located. The imagable SHDHs are shown in 227 

Figure 10a. 228 

The amplitude of the images of the SDHs were assessed relative to the SDH located below the flat 229 

surface of a reference block (same manufacture/materials as above), as shown in Eq.6. 230 

𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝 =  20log10 ( 
𝐼𝑆𝐷𝐻

𝐼𝑆𝐷𝐻
𝑟𝑒𝑓

) 
(6) 

where 𝐼𝑆𝐷𝐻 is the maximum pixel intensity of the SDH and 𝐼𝑆𝐷𝐻
𝑟𝑒𝑓

 is the maximum pixel intensity of the 231 

SDH below the flat surface. 232 

To quantify the relationship between 𝜎 and the API and SDH amplitude we performed regression 233 

analysis, shown in Figure 11. SDHs which could not be imaged were removed from the analysis.  234 

 
Figure 11 – Influence of 𝜎 on both the API and the SDH amplitude, 𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝. (a) The API is seen to have a scatter but evident 235 
dependence on 𝜎. (b) The 𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝 (dB) as a function of 𝜎. (c) 𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝 (normalised) as a function of API, where the SDH 236 
amplitude is calculated using Eq.1. 237 
 238 

As with the increasing error in surface reconstruction shown in Figure 9 a similar trend is observed in 239 

Figure 11a. The increased experimental scatter however precludes a clear indicator at which point 240 

the surface gradient results in a large increase in the API. Figure 11b shows that the amplitude of the 241 

SDHs drops with increasing surface gradient. Ideal measurements would be insensitive to surface 242 

gradient and have no effect on the SDH amplitudes. Figure 11c demonstrates a relationship between 243 

the SDH amplitude and the API, which are essentially independent quantities but are determined by 244 

𝜎.  245 

 246 

4. Discussion 247 

Spatial shadowing will be more pronounced when an array is closer to the surface, which given that 248 

we find a negligible effect on surface reconstruction accuracy would suggest that while shadowing is 249 

present for many of our samples, shown in Figure 5, it is a relatively minor effect. The explanation 250 

being that even though shadowing is occurring it will only involve a small number of elements at the 251 
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extreme ends of the array. This means that shadowing can be thought of as reducing the effective 252 

array size. 253 

In addition to shadowing a further effect which may reduce imaging ability is that of the incidence 254 

angle. As the surface geometry becomes steeper the incident angle between the surface and the 255 

array will increase. Once the water-acrylic critical angle of 32° is reached no longitudinal acoustic 256 

energy will be transmitted into the material. Imaging is still possible however as the array images the 257 

surface over a wide area where the incident angle will be < 32° . As per the shadowing effect, the 258 

incidence angle is greatest for the extreme end elements and so this effect also acts to reduce the 259 

effective array aperture. It is important to highlight that the material properties of the structure 260 

under inspection will have a significant effect on the findings presented. Where there is a greater 261 

mismatch in the impedances between the couplant and the material two key effects would likely 262 

occur: 1) the transmission coefficient into the material would be reduced which would lower the 263 

image intensities and 2) the ray path angles within the material would be modified due to increased 264 

refraction.   265 

Our study has shown that as 𝜎 increases there is a reduction in the accuracy of surface 266 

reconstruction and once 𝜎 > 45° there is a rapid increase in the error. Without a sufficiently 267 

accurate reconstruction of the surface performing imaging within the material will become less 268 

accurate due to loss of spatial and temporal coherence. Additionally once 𝜎 is sufficiently high the 269 

amplitude of the reflected signal may be too low to be detected because the sound is reflected away 270 

from the array position. This effect will be more pronounced with array elements which are highly 271 

directional. Therefore, for immersion TFM (or similar) where a sufficiently curved surface needs to 272 

be measured, array elements with a wide beam divergence would be preferable. Indeed, such a 273 

feature could be included in array optimisation techniques.  274 

When imaging internal features the API and the feature amplitude (in our case 𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝) are metrics 275 

of the imaging quality. The API measures imaging resolution as the spatial extent of a given feature. 276 

Given our SDHs were of the same size perfect imaging of the SDHs would give the same API for all 277 

SDHs. Figure 11a shows that the API increase with 𝜎, albeit with large scatter. Of particular interest 278 

within this scatter are the SDHs corresponding to a large 𝜎 and a low API. The likely cause for these 279 

counterintuitive results is due to the implementation of the API and its sensitivity to very poorly 280 

reconstructed features when the coherent noise becomes comparable to the 𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝. In effect the 281 

API can become directed by noise and its value becomes arbitrary.  282 

The physical meaning of an increasing API is that a feature appears larger in an image which may 283 

lead to an over-estimation of feature sizing during an inspection. Similarly, the 𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝 indicates the 284 

prominence of a feature in an image where lower 𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝 values suggest a weakly reflecting 285 

internal feature. Given our features were all the same size perfect imaging would give us the same 286 

𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝 for all of our SDHs, which is clearly not observed, Figure 11b. It should be noted however 287 

that we do not correct for wave amplitude reduction due to the non-planar acoustic ray paths 288 

through the acrylic-water interface, which would likely increase 𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝.  289 

A significant feature of our study is the choice of both the surface type, a sine wave, and the 290 

interpolation used. Figure 6a shows an example measured surface where the higher spatial 291 

frequencies 200 < 𝑥 < 300𝑚𝑚 have been interpolated as triangular wave surfaces. This is due to 292 

the peaks and troughs of each of the individual sine waves being parallel to the array thus yielding a 293 

high reflection amplitude and therefore being visible whereas the high gradient parts are invisible. 294 

The linear interpolation used will then simply connect each of these points with a straight line, 295 

creating a triangular surface. The error is therefore the difference between the true surface, a sine 296 
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wave, and the measured surface, a triangle wave. As our surfaces were all sinusoidal a spline 297 

interpolation function would likely increase the accuracy of the results. As mention previously 298 

however the surface reconstruction algorithm was purposefully designed without any prior 299 

knowledge of the type of surfaces under inspection.   300 

5. Conclusions  301 

Our work shows the effect of surface geometry on surface reconstruction accuracy and the 302 

corresponding quality of imaging a side drilled hole. Our specimens contained 100 single-cycle sine 303 

surfaces with varying spatial wavelength and amplitude. As our samples were larger than the array 304 

used we developed a method of ‘stitching’ individual TFM images together into a single global TFM 305 

image. The accuracy of reconstruction was quantified by comparing the true surface geometries to 306 

the surface geometries interpolated from the global TFM images. The effect of stand-off height was 307 

investigated and found to have negligible effect on the accuracy of surface reconstruction.  308 

Our study has shown that as the maximum inclination angle, 𝜎, increases the average and maximum 309 

surface measurement errors (across the whole of a single sine wave surface) generally increase. For 310 

the imaging of a feature below the interface, in our case a SDH, there is an reduction in imaging 311 

accuracy, as measured with the API metric, with increasing surface gradient. This blurring effect is 312 

also shown to cause the 𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝 to decrease with surface gradient. Given that all our SDHs were 313 

identical, an ideal imaging algorithm would give the same API and 𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝 values for each of the 314 

SDHs irrespective of the surface gradient. We have shown that this ideal is only achieved for surfaces 315 

with low maximum gradients, i.e. if 𝜎⪅ 18° then the API and 𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝 are within 10% of the flat-316 

surface values. As the surface gradients increase above this level so the API and 𝑆𝐷𝐻𝑎𝑚𝑝 will be 317 

‘modified’ by the surface through which the inspection is being carried out.  318 
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